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On Tuesday, November 7, 2017, the lecture entitled “The GCC Crisis: Issues and 

Prospects” discussed the current political climate in the Arabian Gulf. Speaker, Dr. Shafeeq 
Ghabra, is a Professor of Political Science at Kuwait University and founding president of the 
American University of Kuwait. His lecture offered a unique anecdotal analysis on the current 
GCC crisis while mixing his own political expertise. 
 Ghabra kicked off his lecture by walking through his thought process during the whole 
first few moments of the crisis. He pointed out how it seemed to be temporary and just a slight 
disagreement especially when Kuwait stepped in to mediate. However, then concluded that the 
situation was prolonged even further once Turkey intervened. From then on Dr. Ghabra 
continued to analyze and critique both sides of the dispute. Mainly discussing’s Qatar’s position 
and contrasting that to Saudi Arabia’s and the Emirates, while also offering a comparison to 
Kuwait’s political culture. 
 He went on to discuss the various perspectives of the conflict, first analyzing the United 
States’ involvement by critiquing their indecisiveness and lack of coordination between 
President Trump and Secretary of State Tillerson. This played a crucial part in Saudi Arabia’s 
plans to undermine Qatar since their act of cutting diplomatic ties was to provoke a reaction from 
the United States. In fact it only benefitted Qatar regionally and domestically. Ghabra insisted 
that, from his own personal experience with Qatari nationals, the conflict improved the Qatari 
Emir’s approval ratings. Also, more and more Qatari’s were paying attention to what was going 
on and this helped bring out a more politically aware nation. He noted that this actually helped 
improve the political culture in Qatar, in comparison to Kuwait’s intense political culture that is 
much more evolved and due to the nature of Kuwaiti politics.  
 He also discussed another aspect of the crisis in that what are the economic social affects 
if countries decided to disband the GCC and cut complete economic and political ties. Ghabra 
insisted that trade, immigration, employment, and security would all be harshly affected and that 
maybe not all countries are realizing the repercussions. He pointed out Kuwait’s mediation was 
crucial as it should intervene to avoid carelessness between the nations, slowing down 
neighboring nations from creating an economic meltdown by severing its ties.  Also comparing 
the Brexit situation with this conflict, Ghabra insisted that the situation is currently being 
handled poorly by GCC member state officials, as supposed to the constant negotiating 
happening between the United Kingdom and European Union.  
 As the lecture moved on, Ghabra also expressed his concerns with Saudi Arabia’s policy, 
as stark examples of “power plays”. For instance, Saudi is currently attempting to undermine 
Qatar’s docile relationship with Iran by interfering in Lebanon. Ghabra also raised concerns over 
the purge of princes in Saudi as dangerous act, since Saudi has no political opposition which then 
questions their legitimacy in their quest to gain the United States political support during the 
crisis.  
  In conclusion, Dr. Ghabra used his personal explains along with facts to provide for his 
analysis of the situation. He spoke mainly in support of Qatar and found that Saudi Arabia’s 
actions were unnecessary and dangerous, causing instability in the region. His anecdotal 
approach mixed with facts help bring a perspective of citizens in this region, allowing for an 
relatable experience.  


